INTRODUCING

A hiring tool that helps SMBs hire fast and hire the right people
IT’S FASTER

With ClearFit, you can create a job description in minutes and
post to multiple job boards with just one click.
As applicants pour in, ClearFit automatically screens them all
and filters out those who don’t meet your requirments. You save
hours of work.

IT’S MORE EFFECTIVE

When it comes to hiring we feel your pain.

ClearFit instantly analyzes the experience, qualifications, AND
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IT’S AFFORDABLE

ClearFit gives you way more bang for your recruitment buck.
Our Hiring Bundles include postings on the world’s biggest
job boards, applicant tracking, ranking and scoring, interview
questions, unlimited support… and so much more.
All this for less than the cost of a regular job posting!

KEEP READING TO SEE EXACTLY

HOW CLEARFIT WORKS!

HOW
CLEARFIT
WORKS
5 EASY STEPS TO FIND CANDIDATES THAT FIT
JOB DESCRIPTION

1

Easy Job Creation
Creating job descriptions has never been faster or easier. No matter what role
you’re looking to fill with the ClearFit Job Description Wizard you’ll have a job
description proven to perform and attract the best candidates for your role in
less than 5 minutes.

JOB DESCRIPTION

2

Automated Job Posting by Us
Have a coffee or get on with your day while ClearFit posts your job to your
chosen job boards for you. We typically get this done within hours of
submitting your job.

3

Watch the Candidates Roll In
Candidates start applying to your job posting and also complete our 12-15
minute survey that makes the ClearFit magic happen. All applications are
then organized in your ClearFit account where you can sort them by best fit,
date, or name.

4

Find applicants that will succeed
Those big green checkmarks will let you know which candidates are strong or
good fits for your role based on our patented technology that’s proven to
identify candidates that are 5X more likely to succeed. Invite those with the
right fit and right experience in for an interview and sign your winner!

5

Do it again
Keep your job running if you need to continually hire for that role or
add more jobs to fill other positions. ClearFit helps businesses hire
thousands of roles – once you use ClearFit you’ll wonder how you did
it without us!

EXTRAS!
Dedicated Hiring Coaches
to ensure your hiring
experience is successful
and stress-free.

QUESTIONS

Customize Interview
Questions for each
candidate to make sure you
ask the interview questions
that are most important for
each candidate.

Mobile and Remote Access
to applicant results from any
computer or mobile device.

